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Fig. 1. Schematic of the DVB satellite system.
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE CC(n; k; K)
CONVOLUTIONAL INNER ENCODER OF THE DVB-S MODEM
TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE INNER TURBO ENCODER USED TO REPLACE THE DVB-S
SYSTEM’S CONVOLUTIONAL CODER (RSC: RECURSIVE SYSTEMATIC CODE)
Fig. 2. Block diagram of turbo encoder.
protected by a half-rate inner convolutional encoder with a
constraint length of 7 [4], [5].
Furthermore, theoverallcode rateoftheconcatenated coding
scheme can be adapted by variable puncturing, not shown in the
figure, which supports code rates of 1/2 (no puncturing) as well
as 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, and 7/8. The parameters of the convolutional
encoder are summarized in Table I.
In addition to implementing the standard DVB-S system as a
benchmark, we have improved the system’s performance with
the aid of a turbo codec [11], [12]. The block diagram of the
turbo encoder is shown in Fig. 2. The turbo encoder is con-
structed of two component encoders. Each component encoder
isahalf-rateconvolutionalencoder,whoseparametersarelisted
in Table II. The two component encoders are used to encode the
same input bits, although the input bits of the second compo-
nent encoder are interleaved before encoding. The output bits
of the two component codes are punctured and multiplexed, in
order to form a single output bitstream. The component encoder
used here is known as a half-rate recursive systematic convolu-
tional encoder (RSC) [13]. It generates one parity bit and one
systematic output bit for every input bit. In order to provide an
overall coding rate of one half, half the output bits from the two
encoders must be punctured. The puncturing arrangement used
in our work is to transmit all the systematic bits from the first
encoder and every other parity bit from both encoders.
Readers interested in further details of the DVB-S system are
referred to the DVB-S standard [3]. The performance of the
standard DVB-S system and that of the turbo coded system is
characterized in Section V. Let us now briefly consider the mul-
tipath channel model used in our investigations.
III. CHANNEL MODEL
The DVB-S system was designed to operate in the 12 GHz
frequency band (K-band). Within this frequency band, tropo-
spheric effects such as the transformation of electromagnetic
energy into thermal energy due to induction of currents in rain
and ice crystals lead to signal attenuations [15], [16]. In the32 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON BROADCASTING, VOL. 46, NO. 1, MARCH 2000
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Fig. 13. Average PSNR versus channel SNR for: (a) the one-symbol delay
two-path channel model, and (b) the two-symbol delay two-path channel model
of Fig. 3 at a video bitrate of 2.5 Mbit/s using the “Football” sequence. (a)
One-symbol delay two-path channel model; (b) Two-symbol delay two-path
channel model.
Tables VII and VIII provide a summary of the SNR per
bit required for the various system configurations. The BER
threshold of was selected here, since at this average
BER after Viterbi or turbo decoding, the RS decoder becomes
effective, guaranteeing near error-free performance. This also
translates into near unimpaired reconstructed video quality.
Finally, in Table IX the QAM symbol rate or Baud rate is
givenfor different puncturing rates and for different modulation
schemes,basedontherequirementofsupportingavideobitrate
of 2.5 Mbit/sec. We observe that the Baud rate is between 0.779
and 2.73 MBd, depending on the coding rate and the number of
bits per modulation symbol.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this contribution, we have investigated the performance of
a turbo-coded DVB system in a satellite broadcast environment.
A range of system performance results was presented based on
thestandardDVB-Sscheme,aswellasonaturbo-codedscheme
in conjunction with blind-equalized QPSK/16QAM. The con-
volutional code specified in the standard system was substituted
TABLE VII
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TABLE IX
THE CHANNEL BIT RATE FOR THE THREE DIFFERENT PUNCTURED CODING
RATES AND FOR THE TWO MODULATIONS
withturbocoding,which resultedinasubstantialcodinggainof
approximately 4–5 dB. We have also shown that 16-QAM can
be utilized instead of QPSK, if an extra 5 dB SNR per bit gain is
added to the link budget. This extra transmitted power require-
ment can be eliminated upon invoking the more complex turbo
codec, which requires lower transmitted power for attaining the
same performance as the standard convolutional codecs.
OurfutureworkwillbefocusedonextendingtheDVB-Satel-
lite system to supporting mobile users for the reception of satel-
litebroadcastsignals.Theuseofblindturboequalizerswillalso
be investigated in comparison to conventional blind equalizers.
Further work will also be dedicated to trellis coded modulation
(TCM) and turbo trellis coded modulation (TTCM) based or-
thogonal frequency division multiplexed (OFDM) and single-
carrier equalized modems. The impact on the system perfor-
mance by employing various types of turbo interleavers and